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Nick Lampone

From: Nick Lampone
Sent: Tuesday, August 4, 2020 8:04 AM
Subject: Morning CORE

This cartoon sums up the bears as this equity rally rips higher.  

 
 
 
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are lower as investors digest corporate earnings after this recent 
rally. More than 75% of S&P 500 companies have reported, with most beating reduced estimates. Add a dose 
of massive fiscal stimulus,  a weak US dollar and recent declines in virus cases and we have the S&P at 3300. 
We are still waiting on Washington to deliver an agreement on the next relief package, but the assumption is 
one is coming. The question is what size is the package. One caveat is the bond market. Bond yields are at 
record lows, so fear in the market still exists. Chatter that President Trump wants to unilaterally extend 
unemployment payments. Why not try to buy some votes? Everyone else is doing it. Disney reports after the 
bell today (stock is down -19.5% YTD).  Asia closed higher across the board. Japan’s Nikkei was +1.7%. S&P 
Futures vs. Fair Value: -14.90, 10-Yr Yield: 0.543%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 President Trump says he is considering executive orders to stop tenant evictions and lower payroll 
taxes. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin says he is open to a larger stimulus package.-WaPo 

 Chinese government will not accept acquisition of TikTok US by Microsoft (MSFT) and could take 
action against a forced sale. -Bloomberg  

 President Trump wants US Treasury to get a cut from a potential sale of TikTok US to Microsoft 
(MSFT) or another company.-FT (scary that he’s serious) 

 Top White House officials and Democratic leaders in the U.S. Congress will try again to narrow gaping 
differences over a fifth major coronavirus-aid bill to help stimulate the economy and possibly 
dispatch new aid to the unemployed. -Reuters 

 When the coronavirus halted the global economy in March, the US central bank lent massively to 
counterparts abroad—the action, among its most significant expansions of power yet, cemented the 
dollar’s dominance.-WSJ 
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 The US expects to borrow an additional $2T in the second half of the year as federal spending ramps 
up to combat the coronavirus pandemic, according to the Treasury Department—total borrowing for 
fiscal year 2020 will be $4.5T, in line with earlier estimates.-WSJ 

 Hedge-fund manager Gaurav Kapadia has raised more than $1B in committed capital for his new firm, 
XN, according to people familiar with the fund, and is up 7.4 percent after fees in its public 
investments since its July 1 start.-WSJ 

 While Florida may have been spared the worst of Tropical Storm Isaias, that won't be the case for the 
Mid-Atlantic and northeastern US, which could see a dangerous storm surge and flash flooding over 
the next few days.-USA 

 New York has hit record lows for coronavirus-related hospitalizations, governor Andrew Cuomo said 
Monday—the state saw 536 people hospitalized with the bug on Sunday, a new low since March 17 
when the pandemic was still growing.-NYP 

 Small-business owners in New York say they have exhausted federal and local assistance and see no 
end in sight after months of sharp revenue drops, and as many as two-thirds plan to close their shops 
and restaurants permanently.-NYT 

 Despite the lack of effective treatments or preventive strategies, the dementia epidemic is on the 
wane in the US and Europe—researchers say the risk for a person to develop the condition over a 
lifetime is now 13 percent lower than it was in 2010.-NYT (I’d like to see more data on this.) 

 The US dollar climbed from its lowest level in two years and global stocks rose after upbeat economic 
reports bolstered market sentiment, along with signs the corporate earnings was not as bleak as 
forecast.-FT 

 Washington agreed to send a thousand additional military personnel to Poland after concluding a new 
defense cooperation agreement with Warsaw, a move the Trump administration said would help 
counter Russia’s influence in Europe.-FT 

 Global shipments of 5G-enabled smartphones are expected to reach over 250M units in 2020, 
accounting for over 20 percent of global smartphone shipments for the year.-Digitimes 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 City-Journal: Long, in-depth profile of Thomas Sowell https://bit.ly/33r6n7U (one of my personal 
favorites) 

 NYPost: The stock market doesn’t fully reflect the real economy https://bit.ly/2DuSrio Commercial 
real estate looks scary, but then read next link 

 NYT: Facebook bets on NYC office space with new lease  https://nyti.ms/2DzLQ64  
 FS Blog: Think for yourself. ‘Wisdom is earned, not given’ https://bit.ly/30lO0iJ  
 One Zero: The Gig economy is out. The Hustle economy is here. https://bit.ly/3grdyRh  
 TheOnion: Knowledge that it could kill him actually making man appreciate Disney World a lot more 

https://bit.ly/3i3WhOu  
 
From @TradingView: When adjusted for the amount of money in circulation, the S&P 500 is still below 2008 
crash levels (thx JD) 
Full explanation https://bit.ly/2BTJa2O  
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Charts from The Daily Shot:  
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US construction spending declined for the fourth month in a row in June. 

 
  

• Year-over-year growth in private construction spending has stalled.  
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• However, public construction expenditures strengthened, boosted by healthcare.  
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PPP small business funding may have significantly curtailed layoffs. 

 
Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence   
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The percentage of Americans experiencing loss of employment income keeps climbing.  

 

Source: @wolfofwolfst   Read full article    
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US vehicle sales improved further in July. 

 
Source: WARD’s Automotive Group    
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School and daycare closings will create a substantial drag on the nation’s GDP growth.  

 

Source: Arbor Research & Trading    

Some of the trends we saw earlier this summer remain intact. 

  

• Hedge funds’ picks still in favor: 
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• Investor preference for companies with strong balance sheets:  
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• Rewarding companies with China exposure: 
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• Growth vs. value: (still an insane gap between these two). Will we ever see mean reversion? I know 
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I’ve been asking the same question for months now. 
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Ethereum’s outperformance has been impressive. 
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Source: @WSJ 

Airlines continue to lay off or furlough employees.  
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Source: @business   Read full article    

Tourism recovery has been uneven. 

 

Source: @financialtimes   Read full article   
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When will a vaccine become widely available? 

• Market experts: 

 
Source: Deutsche Bank Research    
 
Congressional job approval: (who are the 18% that approve? Friends and family?) 

 
Source: Gallup   Read full article   
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Teens’ use of social media platforms: (I assumed Instagram, Snapchat and TikTok were 100%) 

 
Source: Statista    

 
 
 
Via Marginal Revolution: Jeff Bezos’ statement to the Judiciary committee is excellent. Here’s one of many 
quotable parts: 

Amazon’s success was anything but preordained. Investing in Amazon early on was a very risky proposition. 
From our founding through the end of 2001, our business had cumulative losses of nearly $3 billion, and we 
did not have a profitable quarter until the fourth quarter of that year. Smart analysts predicted Barnes & 
Noble would steamroll us, and branded us “Amazon.toast.” In 1999, after we’d been in business for nearly 
five years, Barron’s headlined a story about our impending demise “Amazon.bomb.” My annual shareholder 
letter for 2000 started with a one-word sentence: “Ouch.” At the pinnacle of the internet bubble our stock 
price peaked at $116, and then after the bubble burst our stock went down to $6. Experts and pundits 
thought we were going out of business. It took a lot of smart people with a willingness to take a risk with me, 
and a willingness to stick to our convictions, for Amazon to survive and ultimately to succeed. 
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When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future 
results. 
 
Nicholas Lampone 
Dalzell Trading 
Principal & Director of Trading 
Direct: 617-340-5316 
Main: 617-340-5313 
Cell:    267-980-3481 
Five Neshaminy Interplex 
Suite 307 
Trevose, PA 19053 
nlampone@dalzelltrading.com 
http://www.dalzelltrading.com/ 
 
 
 


